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The application of a recent optimization technique, the artificial bee colony (ABC), was investigated
in the context of finding the optimal well locations. The ABC performance was compared with the
corresponding results from the particle swarm optimization (PSO) algorithm, under essentially
similar conditions. Treatment of out-of-boundary solution vectors was accomplished via the Peri-
odic boundary condition (PBC), which presumably accelerates convergence towards the global
optimum. Stochastic searches were initiated from several random staring points, to minimize
starting-point dependency in the established results. The optimizations were aimed at maximizing
the Net Present Value (NPV) objective function over the considered oilfield production durations.
To deal with the issue of reservoir heterogeneity, random permeability was applied via normal/
uniform distribution functions. In addition, the issue of increased number of optimization pa-
rameters was address, by considering scenarios withmultiple injector and producer wells, and cases
with deviated wells in a real reservoir model. The typical results prove ABC to excel PSO (in the cases
studied) after relatively short optimization cycles, indicating the great premise of ABC methodology
to be used for well-optimization purposes.

Copyright © 2015, Southwest Petroleum University. Production and hosting by Elsevier B.V. on
behalf of KeAi Communications Co., Ltd. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND

license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
1. Introduction

Development of robust methodologies for computational
optimization of oil-field operations has been the matter of
extensive research in recent years. In this regards, maximization
of profits through optimizing future production is considered as
a crucial topic. The issue is generally treated in a dual context;
namely, finding the optimal well settings/controls, and deter-
mining the best well locations. The two aspects are often treated
in a separate manner, albeit their intricate relationship [1]. In the
.
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latter context, the problem involves determination of type,
number, and/or location of new wells (to be drilled).

Such a problem is computationally demanding in the sense
that the impact of reservoir heterogeneity (e.g. permeability
field) has to be incorporated, in addition to analyzing a large
number of development scenarios. The practical approach for
this issue entails numerous (objective) function evaluations,
each requiring a full set of reservoir simulation run. Particularly
inwell-placement problems, the objective function considered is
that of the Net Present Value (NPV). The NPV objective function
generally holds a multi-modal nature, as being non-convex and
non-smoothwith several local optima [2], and exhibits a rougher
surface compared to its well-control objective function coun-
terpart [2,3]. This adds extra difficulty to the well-placement
case, even though the reservoir simulations in this category are
often performed under the (straightforward) conditions of fixed
flow-rate/bottom-hole pressure (BHP) at injection/production
wells. A stochastic framework is often devised to tackle the issue
ing by Elsevier B.V. on behalf of KeAi Communications Co., Ltd. This is an open
y-nc-nd/4.0/).
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in the well-placement case. Typically, stochastic techniques are
more efficient in globally searching the solution space, and can
avoid converging prematurely to local optima, as opposed to
deterministic methods. The excellence of the stochastic tech-
nique used will therefore play a pivotal role in the overall success
of this computational challenge.

Different stochastic techniques have been applied to the
well-placement problem, including simulated annealing [2],
Genetic algorithm (GA) [4e7], simultaneous perturbation sto-
chastic approximation (SPSA) [8], particle swarm optimization
(PSO) [9,10], and covariance matrix adaptation evolution strat-
egy (CMA-ES) [5,11]. Combination of stochastic techniques with
deterministic approaches/proxy models gave rise to the forma-
tion of hybrid-stochastic algorithms, which were also applied to
the well-placement optimization [12,13]. The main competition
in this regards has been onfinding the best global optimum in its
shortest computational time, or equivalently least reservoir
simulation runs.

Artificial bee colony (ABC) is a relatively new stochastic al-
gorithm for global optimization. The algorithm mimics the
intelligent foraging behavior of honey bee swarm. It is catego-
rized into the swarm-based class of the population-based opti-
mization algorithms. ABC is capable of handling unconstrained
[14,15], as well as constrained optimization problems [16].
Since its recent inception, the ABC algorithm has been used in a
vast pool of applications, such as neural network training [17,18],
cluster analysis [19], protein structure prediction [20], and stock
market forecasting [21]. Recent numerical studies have unveiled
the ABC's distinguished capability, to excel other comparable
meta-heuristic algorithms, in continuous optimization problems.
Karaboga and Akay [22], for instance, used the ABC technique for
optimizing a large set of complicated benchmark test functions,
and compared the results with the corresponding results ob-
tained from other well-known population-based techniques,
such as Evolution Strategy (ES), Differential Evolution (DE), GA,
and PSO. In all numerical cases studied, the ABC had either
exhibited better performance or produced similar results, with
an added benefit of employing fewer control parameters [22].
The ABC technique was also found to out-perform the meta-
heuristic Firefly algorithm (FA) [23] in optimization tasks, but
was surpassed in some test problems by the Cuckoo-search (CK)
algorithm [24]. Moreover, Hybrid-ABC algorithms have been
proposed by combining the ABC concept with the GA/DE stra-
tegies [25e27], producing efficient optimization results. In spite
of its widespread usage in computational community, the ABC
methodology has rarely been applied to oilfield development,
and its mere usage so far has been limited to training the neural
network framework for BHP prediction in underbalanced drilling
[28]. This fact served as our principal motivation in using the ABC
concept for discovering optimal well locations.

Wewill give an in-depth description of our ABC methodology
in the next section. In Section 3; we will present our ABC results
and compare the performance with the corresponding PSO re-
sults. This will be ensued by our conclusions.

2. ABC algorithm

The ABC algorithm is tailored to simulate the foraging
behavior of a honeybee colony. A typical honeybee swarm con-
sists of three fundamental components: food source/employed
foragers/unemployed foragers (bees). Employed foragers are the
bees that are employed at, and currently exploiting, a certain
food source. They carry information about the (distance, direc-
tion and the profitability) of the food source and communicate
the informationwith other bees waiting at the hive. Unemployed
bees are classified as being either an onlooker bee, or as a scout
bee. The former tries to find a food source by means of the in-
formation given by an employed bee; while the latter randomly
searches the environment to find a new (better) food source [22].
Presumably, an employed bee whose food source is depleted
becomes a scout bee, and starts to search for a new food source.
Furthermore, it assumes the number of employed bees in the
colony to be equal to the number of food sources. Conceivably,
the position of a food source represents a possible solution to the
optimization problem; whereas the amount of a food source
corresponds to the quality (fitness) of the associated solution.

Initially, the ABC generates a randomly distributed population
of SN solutions (food source positions) in the search space, where
SN denotes the size of employed bees or onlooker bees [22].
Assuming the number of optimization parameters to be D, then
each solution xi(i ¼ 1, 2, …, SN) will essentially be a D-dimen-
sional vector. All solutions generated at this stage can be ob-
tained from Eq. (1) [22]:

xij ¼ xmin;j þ rand½0;1��xmax;j � xmin;j
�

(1)

Here, xmin and xmax are respectively the lower and upper-
boundary parameters for solution xi in dimension j (j ¼ 1, 2 …

D), and rand[0,1] is a scaling factor representing a random
number between [0,1]. TheD-dimensional solutions (food source
positions) generated in the initialization step (C ¼ 0) are subject
to repeated cycles (C¼ 1, 2…,MCN), until a termination criterion
is satisfied. Both global as well as local probabilistic search/se-
lection are implemented in a single ABC cycle. Each cycle entails
a number of tasks performed by different bee types. These op-
erations are essentially independent, and can be explained in a
separate manner as follows, for better elucidation of the ABC
methodology:
2.1. Employed bee tasks

After being assigned to their food sources, the employed bees
evaluate the fitness of their sources (solutions) and communicate
the information with the onlooker bees. In addition, each
employed bee generates a candidate solution (food position) by
perturbing the old solution (xij) in its memory, using the
expression below [22]:

vij ¼ xij þ rand½ � 1;þ1�
�
xij � xkj

�
(2)

Here, j2{1, 2,…, D} and k2{1, 2,…, SN} (ks i) are randomly-
chosen indexes, and rand[�1,þ1] is a random number between
[�1,1], which works as a scaling factor. It is evident that as the
optimum solution is approached in the search space, this
perturbation on solution gets reduced. The fitness of the new
(perturbed) solutionwill also be evaluated by employed bee, and
in case better fitness values are found, the new solution replaces
the old one in the memory of that employed bee (a greedy-se-
lection scheme).
2.2. Onlooker bee tasks

The primary task of an onlooker bee is to select a food source
(solution), basedon theprobability valueassociatedwith that food
source, Pi, which is evaluated by the following expression [26]:

Pi ¼
fitiPSN

n¼1 fitn
(3)
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where fit represents the fitness value of a given solution, and the
subscript index refers to the solution number. This probabilistic
selection is implemented by comparing Pi against a randomly
chosen number between [0,1]. The selection is approved if the
generated random number is less than or equal to Pi, and will be
rejected otherwise. Assignment of an onlooker bee to a given
solution will be sanctioned, if the corresponding probabilistic
selection is approved. Typically, in minimization problems, the
fitness value of solutions is calculated by the following
expression:

fiti ¼

8><
>:

1
1þ fi

ðfi � 0Þ

1þ jfij ðfi <0Þ
(4)

where fi is the value of the objective function for solution i.
Having selected a food source with a Pi probability, an onlooker
bee will choose a new food source (solution) in the neighbor-
hood of the previous one in her memory, using Eq. (2). Should
the new solution have a better fitness value, an onlooker bee will
then updates the new solution in her mind, and forgets the old
one, similar to the case with employed bees.
2.3. Scout bee tasks

The task of scout bees is to randomly explore the entire search
space, so as to find a new (improved) solution to the global
optimization problem. Unlike the case with employed/onlooker
bees (which were essentially bounded to generate trial solution
around an old solution), the scout bees are unbounded in that
sense. They draw their samples from an extensive set of D-
dimensional vectors, as long as it remains inside the search space
boundaries. In ABC, if a (non-global) solution cannot be
improved further after a pre-determined number of cycles, then
that solution will be abandoned, and the employed bee assigned
to that particular position will convert to a scout bee with
essentially scout-type functionality. The value of this pre-
determined number of cycles, which is termed the limit, will
therefore be an important control parameter in the algorithm. In
practice, the limit is estimated via the following expression:

limit ¼ c$ne$D (5)

where ne is the number of unemployed bees, and c is a constant
coefficient with a recommended value of 0.5 or 1 [14,15]. At least
one scout bee should be present during ABC implementation. In
fact, scout-type operations provide outstanding capability to the
ABC method in finding the best global solution, by making sto-
chastic searches in the entire D-dimensional space. In other
words, scout bees will independently search for a global opti-
mum solution, while other bee types (employed/onlooker) are
simultaneously examining their local candidate solutions for the
global best. In that sense, the possibility of being trapped in local
optima will never be applicable to ABC.

2.4. Implementation of ABC to well placement optimization

The ABC framework can be applied to the well-placement
optimization problem, by devising the following algorithm [22]:
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The solution vectors in this algorithm pertain to different
specifications for well locations. Also the greedy-selection
scheme here is based on selecting the solution vector with
correspondingly higher NPV value. Roughly 5e10% of the bee
population is devoted to scout-type bees [22].

2.5. Treatment of out-of-boundary vectors

As mentioned earlier, consideration of solution vectors for
NPV calculations is only valid if the vector resides inside the
search-space domain. However, at some instances during the
ABC algorithm implementation (steps 5, 9, 11, 12) the possibility
exists that some of the trial solution vectors exceed the search-
space boundaries. A rudimentary treatment of this issue is to
simply disregard the out-of-bound vectors, or to place them back
at the boundaries. This approach is inefficient, as we will either
lose some searching vectors, or will end up having most of our
searching vectors being positioned at the boundaries of the
domain. Alternative way is provided by molecular simulation
concepts [29]. It entails considering a Reflective Boundary Con-
dition (RBC), or a Periodic Boundary Condition (PBC) for handling
the out-of-boundary vectors. Specific to our optimization prob-
lem, the RBC/PBC implementation can be described as follows.
For RBC, if a vector exceeds the system boundaries, then it will be
placed back inside the domain at a position which is equally-
distanced to the boundary as the exceeding point, but in an
opposite direction. In PBC, if a vector exceeds the system
boundaries, it will be placed back inside the domain at a position
which is equally-distanced to the boundary as the exceeding
point, but the entrance is made in the same direction, but from
the other corresponding end of the system. Fig. 1 provides an
illustration of the two techniques.

Mathematical expression for PBC moves are as follows:

xij ¼
�
xmax;j �

��xij � xmin;j
�� �

xij < xmin;j
�

xmin;j þ
��xmax;j � xij

�� �
xij > xmax;j

� (6)

2.6. Evaluation of objective function

Optimization processes generally aim at finding the global
optimum of an objective function. The objective function
considered in the bulk of well-placement studies (including the
present work) is that of the NPV. Estimation of NPV value of each
candidate solution vector (i.e. well location) requires the fluid
production data, which is obtained by running a distinct reser-
voir simulation:

NPV ¼
XT
t¼1

CFt
ð1þ rÞt � Ccapex (7)

Here, T is the total production time in years, r is the annual
discount rate, Ccapex is the capital expenditure, and CFt is the cash
LL L L L

(A) (B)

Fig. 1. Treatment of out-of-boundary point in RBC (A) and PBC (B).
flow at time t. Ccapex is defined as the total cost of drilling and
completing all of the wells at time t ¼ 0, evaluated as follows [9]:

Ccapex ¼
XNwell

u¼1

2
4Ctop

u þ Lmain
u Cdrill þ

XNlat
u

l¼1

h
Cjunc
l þ Llatl;uC

drill
ii

(8)

where, Nwell is the number of wells, Nlat
u is the number of laterals

inwell u, Ctop
u is the cost of drilling themain bore to the top of the

reservoir ($), Cdrill is the per-foot cost of drilling within the
reservoir ($/ft), Cjunc

l is the junction cost of lateral l ($), Lmain
u is the

length of the main bore (ft), and Llatl;u is the length of lateral l (ft).
CFt is estimated by the value of revenue/operating expenditure
as:

CFt ¼ Rt � Et (9)

where Rt is the revenue ($), and Et is the operating cost ($) of the
project. Fluid production data is incorporated into estimation of
both quantities, as follows:

Rt ¼ pOQ
O
t þ pgQ

g
t (10)

Et ¼ ppwQ
w;p
t þ piwQ

w;i
t (11)

Here, pO is the oil price ($/STB), pg is the gas price ($/SCF), QO
t

is the total volume of produced oil at time t (STB), Qg
t is the total

volume of produced gas at time t (SCF), ppw is the water pro-
duction cost ($/STB), piw is thewater injection cost ($/STB), Qw;p

t is
the total volume of water produced at time t (STB), andQw;i

t is the
total volume of injected water at time t (STB). These expressions
(Eqs. (7)e(11)) will hold generality and can be applied to prob-
lems with different well types and to the case with varying
drilling costs.

The economic parameters used for NPV estimation in the
present work is listed in Table 1. Only vertical wells were
considered (Cjunc

l ¼ 0, Llatl;u ¼ 0) with no water injection (piw ¼ 0)
scenario.
3. Results of optimization runs

In this section, we present our ABC results for well-placement
optimization. Three set of examples were considered. The first
two sets involved finding optimized well locations for cases with
one and ten wells, respectively. The third example related to the
case of optimizing the well location for three deviated producer
wells (using the real field data) in a fractured reservoir. For all
cases studied, we obtained the corresponding PSO optimization
results, for later comparison with the ABC. The treatment of out-
of-boundary solution vectors was tested under both RBC/PBC. Yet
the PBC provided faster convergence towards finding the global
optimum, and the reported results here have been developed
under the PBC. Our ABC/PSO optimization codes were written in
the R programming language [30], which has a proven record of
excellence for statistical computing.
Table 1
Economic parameters for NPV estimation.

Drilling cost to reservoir top, Ctop
u 50 � 106 ($)

Drilling cost peer foot, Cdrill 10,000 ($/ft)
Oil price, pO 100 ($/STB)
Gas price, pg 5 ($/SCF)
Water production cost, ppw 5 ($/STB)
Annual discount rate, r 0.1
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3.1. Example-1: a single-well location optimization case

With an aim to evaluate the performance of ABC method
against reservoir heterogeneity, we first tested the ABC perfor-
mance in finding the optimized well locations for a single pro-
ducing well case, in an (artificial) reservoir case. The reservoir
considered consisted of 30 � 30 � 5 grid blocks, with each block
being 200 � 200 � 50 ft. in size. Two scenarios were devised, as
for the reservoir heterogeneity. In the first scenario (S-1),
random permeability was assigned to each grid block via a
normal distribution function. Whereas in the second scenario (S-
2), the assignment of random permeability values to each grid
blockwas accomplished through a uniform distribution function.
The selection of random permeability values in the S-1 and S-2
cases was made by using the rnorm and runif functions in the R
programming language, respectively. For the S-1 case, the values
Fig. 2. Random permeability in Example-1, for (a) & (b) cases with permeability values
values selected from a uniform distribution function.
were derived from a normal distribution function with a mean
(m ¼ 400) and standard deviation (s ¼ 12.66); this ensures the
0.001 and 0.998 quantiles of the distribution function to be at
360.85 and 436.45, respectively. The choice of our parameters for
mean and standard deviation was arbitrary. For the S-2 case, the
values were extracted from a uniform distribution function in the
arbitrary range of [0.01, 500] millidarcy. The number of random
numbers derived in each case, was obviously equal to the num-
ber of grid blocks considered. Our procedure entailed selecting a
list of randomly-distributed numbers, with a list size equal to the
number of grid blocks in the system. Each number in the list was
then assigned to a grid block, in the sequel (i.e. the first number
to the first grid block, etc.).

Within each scenario, two (different) realizations were
generated and tested with ABC/PSO. Fig. 2 depicts the random
permeability fields considered for each realization, in Example-1.
obtained from a normal distribution function, and (c) & (d) cases with permeability
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The porosity in all the grid blocks was taken constant, to be equal
to 0.2, and the production time considered was for 1250 days.
The general parameters used in reservoir simulations are listed
in Table 2.

For each realization, (assuming the well to be perforated in
only a single layer) there will be 30 � 30 possibilities for posi-
tioning a singlewell in this field. Therefore, for each realization in
Example-1, we can construct the entire objective function sur-
face by performing 900 reservoir simulation runs. This was
accomplished and the result is presented in Fig. 3; nevertheless,
for the sake of brevity, only the results pertaining to Fig. 2a/c are
reported herein. In Example-1, the variables (to be optimally
selected) were the xey coordinates, or alternatively the ii and jj
indices of the grid block, in which the single vertical well should
be drilled (see Fig. 3). The objective function to be maximized in
Example-1 was then the NPV (Eq. (7)).

As evident from the figures, the permeability difference be-
tween adjacent grid blocks in S-2 case is more conspicuous than
the corresponding S-1 situation; subsequently causing sharp
changes amongst the resultant NPV values for S-2 case (as shown
in Fig. 3b). Such a situation should expose great challenge to an
optimization technique to overcome.

Both ABC and PSO algorithms were used for optimization
(under essentially similar conditions). The PSO was imple-
mented, according to the guidelines proposed elsewhere [11].
The optimization runs were attempted from several random
staring points, to minimize the starting-point dependency of
results.

For our S-1/S-2 cases in Example-1, the result of our 900 sets
of simulations, point to global NPV values of $371204457488 and
$362970565157, respectively.

The issue of susceptibility of results to the swarm size (i.e.
number of searching particles), or the number of optimization
cycles, was also investigated in the present analysis. Fig. 4 shows
the established results, for the ABC/PSO optimization runs. To
enhance accuracy, each specific case was run for 30 times, and
the results are presented (Fig. 4) on the average of the thirty
results obtained at a given swarm size/maximum optimization
cycles for ABC/PSO.

As evident from Fig. 4, the performance of ABC has excelled
PSO, after typically 3e4 optimization cycles in each scenario. In
addition, ABC has been able to detect the global optimum in
relatively short optimization cycles, or yielded a better final NPV
value. In S-2 case, with essentially higher irregularity in NPV
surface, the ABC has exhibited a comparably successful record
with small swarm size.

3.2. Example-2: ten vertical wells location optimization cases

In this example, we considered a slightly more complicated
case, to find the optimal well locations for ten vertical wells
Table 2
General parameters used in reservoir simulations in Examples 1 & 2.

Phase Oil, gas, water
Depth of reservoir top 5000 (ft)
Well radius 0.5 (ft)
Oil density 49.94 (lb/ft3)
Water density 62.43 (lb/ft3)
Gas density 0.061 (lb/ft3)
Pressure at the depth of 5040 ft 3600 (psi)
Water formation volume factora 1 (STB/bbl)
Water viscositya 0.5 (cP)
Rock compressibilitya 4 � 10�6 (psi�1)

a Properties at the reference pressure of 4000 (psi).
(including eight injector and two producer wells) in a reservoir
with 50 � 50 � 3 grid blocks. Dealing with increased number of
wells, will inevitably test the efficiency of an optimization
technique to deal with an added number of optimization
parameters.

Each grid block, in Example-2, was 100 � 100 � 50 ft. in size.
The reservoir properties and the simulation control parameters
were essentially similar to Example-1. The total production time
considered was 1440 days. Moreover, it was assumed that each
well was perforated at only a single layer.

Analogous to Example-1, the variables (to be optimized)
were the xey coordinates of the optimal placements of the
ten vertical wells; or alternatively the ii and jj indices of the
grid blocks, in which the ten vertical well should are to be
drilled (see Fig. 3). The objective function to be maximized
in Example-2 was also that of the Net Present Value (Eq.
(7)).

Random permeability field was applied in this Example-2;
however, to add more complexity to the case, the permeabil-
ities were selected from a uniform distribution function. Similar
to Example-1, each optimization runwas repeatedly tested, each
Fig. 3. NPV surface for Example-1, for (a) case with permeability values obtained
from a normal distribution function (Fig. 2a), and (b) case with permeability values
selected from a uniform distribution function (Fig. 2c).



Fig. 4. NPV versus the number of optimization cycle for (a) S-1 (b) S-2 cases of Example-1, at different swarm sizes, NP, and different maximum number of optimization
cycles, L.

Table 3
Parameters used during ABC/PSO optimization runs.

Example Max.
cycles

ABC PSO

# Employed
bees

Limit c1
a c2

a wa # Particles

Example-2 100 30 30 1.108 1.108 0.721 30

a
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time starting from a random starting point, and the average re-
sults were reported. Table 3 enlists the parameters used during
the optimization runs, in this example.

For improved accuracy, a number of five different optimiza-
tion runs were performed for each ABC/PSO case, and the
average results are presented in Fig. 5.

The average NPV value obtained for ABC/PSO cases were
$150659975433 and $139571340075, respectively. The optimum
Velocity-term coefficients, according to reference [9].



Fig. 5. NPV of the best solutions as a function of the number of optimization runs for PSO (blue curves) and ABC (red curves) for Example-2. Thin lines correspond to in-
dividual runs, while thick lines represent averages over the five runs.
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well locations (for eight producer and two injector wells) ob-
tained is shown in Fig. 6. Similar to Example-1, in this example,
the results indicate the (average) performance of ABC has sur-
passed the corresponding PSO after relatively short optimization
Fig. 6. The optimum well locations (of eight producer and two injector wells) in
Example-2, for (a) ABC and (b) PSO cases.
cycles, and sustained excellence towards the end of optimization
runs (Fig. 5).
3.3. Example-3: the optimum well placement of three deviated
producer wells in a real fractured reservoir

In order to test the ABC's performance in problems with
higher degree of complexity, we applied the technique to a
model based on real data from a fractured reservoir. The issue in
this example related to an essentially more complex situation of
Fig. 8. Permeability distribution of the reservoir in Example-3.

Fig. 7. Porosity distribution of the reservoir in Example-3.



Fig. 9. NPV of the best solutions as a function of the number of optimization runs for PSO (blue curves) and ABC (red curves) for Example-3. Thin lines correspond to in-
dividual runs, while thick lines represent averages over the two runs.
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dealing with a deviated well, as opposed to vertical wells in the
previous two examples.

The model considered in Example-3, consisted of
30 � 30 � 10 grid blocks, with the actual porosity/permeability
distributions shown in Figs. 7 and 8, respectively. The time
duration of production from this reservoir was 2160 days.

The reservoir pressure (at a depth of 900 ft.) is 4100 psi. At
this pressure, the water viscosity was 0.5 (cp). Moreover, the
compressibility of rock/water was taken as 1.244 � 10�6 and
2.1 � 10�6 psi�1, respectively. In addition, the deviated drilling
cost per foot within the reservoir was considered at 1,00,000
($/ft). Additional geological information about the reservoir
considered in Example-3 is provided in the Supplementary
Information to the present article. The datum depth, water-
oil-contact (WOC), and gas-oil-contact (GOC) in this
example, were taken as 900 (ft), 1950 (ft), and 600 (ft),
respectively.

A set of six optimization parameters were devised for each
deviated well, comprising a total of 18 optimization parameters
for the three deviated wells considered. The six variables
considered under each scenario in Example-3 were those of (xtop,
xjunc, xbottom, ytop, yjunc, ybottom). Here x and y refer to the x and y
coordinates of the grid block, respectively. The superscripts top,
junc, and bottom refer to the top, junction, and bottom points of
the deviated well being considered. Likewise the previous two
examples, the NPV is considered as our objective function to be
optimally maximized. The whole optimization runs were
repeated twice, and the results shown in Fig. 8 pertain to the
average of the corresponding two results for ABC/PSO (Fig. 9)
(Table 4).
Table 4
Parameters used during ABC/PSO optimization runs, in Example-3.

Example Max.
cycles

ABC PSO

# Employed
bees

Limit c1
z c2

z wz # Particles

Example-3 500 8 24 1.108 1.108 0.721 8
In Example-3, the averaged NPV for the PSO and ABC
optimization runs were $89024231918 and $91558021616,
respectively. This clearly indicates the ABC methodology to
surpass PSO, for the sake of finding the optimal well loca-
tions of the three deviated wells studied in Example-3
(Fig. 10). In a similar trend to the previous two examples,
the NPV results also convey the fact that ABC's performance
(on average) will excel PSO after relatively few iterations,
and the difference can be appreciable as the situation in-
volves more complexity.
4. Concluding remarks

In the present work, we applied the novel ABC optimization
algorithm to find the optimal locations of vertical/deviated
wells in different models of random permeability. In general,
ABC showed outstanding record in cases with reservoir het-
erogeneity (in which the random permeability was generated
from normal/uniform distribution functions). The excellence of
ABC sustained in situations with added degree of complexity, in
terms of optimization parameters. Such increased-parameter
cases were devised by either increasing the number wells, or by
considering deviated wells. The ABC methodology was equally
superior in finding optimal locations in scenarios with both
injector and producer wells. The scaling behavior of ABC results
was nearly unaltered with swarm size, in the cases analyzed. In
general, both ABC/PSO exhibit good performances for well
placement purposes. Nevertheless, in the examples studied, the
ABC was found to excel the PSO in finding the global optimum,
either in fewer computational cycles on average, or (in some
cases) was the only optimum detecting technique in the
computational range considered. Such excellence of ABC was
verified to be starting-point independent. In the course of our
optimization processes, the PBC type of treatment of out-of-
boundary solution vectors, was found to yield better contribu-
tion towards convergence to the optimal. We conclude, the ABC
methodology should hold great promises to be applied to field-
scale optimizations.



Fig. 10. Three-dimensional view of the optimal well locations detected by (a) ABC, (b) PSO methods in Example-3.
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Appendix A. Supplementary data

Supplementary data related to this article can be found at
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.petlm.2015.11.004.
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